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Governor, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and 
Gentlemen—Good morning!

Thank you, Mark Carney, for that kind intro-
duction, and thank you to the Bank of England 
for inviting me to this wonderful event.

This is a moment to celebrate 20 years of 
independence during which the Bank of 
England has been a stabilizing force for the 
U.K. economy, inspiring others in the world 
of central banking—not least because of your 
guidance, Mark.

This is also a moment to learn from our expe-
riences, build on the progress made so far, and 
look into the future—to the next 20 years—as 
our journey continues.

This morning, I came up Fleet Street, which 
always feels like a journey through history. In 
the Middle Ages, that street was an important 
center of commerce, much of which has now 
moved online. By the 19th century, the street 
was home to ticker machines and reporters 
racing each other to make the evening papers. 
That world, too, has largely moved online.

And much has changed for the bankers and 
policymakers here in the City of London. But 
that is only the beginning. Let us spin the 
hands of Big Ben forward to 2040 to catch a 
glimpse of their world. We might see that:

•	 Cars have disappeared, because people 
are moving about in hovering drones, or 
“pods,” which elegantly avoid each other 
in the morning rush hour.

•	 One of those pods carries the central bank 
governor, who recently started her second 
term. As part of her morning routine, she 
swipes through a hologram of news videos 
curated by a digital assistant, before arriv-
ing at Threadneedle Street.

•	 The governor disembarks, walks up to the 
columned façade, opens the door and…

Who will she encounter inside the building? 
Are there economists sitting at desks, debating 
policy choices around a table? Or is there an 
intelligent machine making decisions, setting 
rates, and issuing money?

In other words, how will fintech change central 
banking over the next generation? That is the 
focus of my remarks today.
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I would like to consider the possible impact 
of three innovations—virtual currencies, new 
models of financial intermediation, and artifi-
cial intelligence.

Some of these innovations have already found 
their way into our wallets, smartphones, 
and financial systems. But that is only the 
beginning.

Are you ready to jump on my pod and explore 
the future together? As one of your fellow 
Londoners—Mary Poppins—might have said: 
bring along a pinch of imagination!

1. Virtual currencies
Let us start with virtual currencies. To be clear, 
this is not about digital payments in exist-
ing currencies—through Paypal and other 
“e-money” providers such as Alipay in China, 
or M-Pesa in Kenya.

Virtual currencies are in a different category, 
because they provide their own unit of account 
and payment systems. These systems allow 
for peer-to-peer transactions without central 
clearinghouses, without central banks.

For now, virtual currencies such as Bitcoin 
pose little or no challenge to the existing order 
of fiat currencies and central banks. Why? 
Because they are too volatile, too risky, too 
energy intensive, and because the underlying 
technologies are not yet scalable. Many are too 
opaque for regulators; and some have been 
hacked.

But many of these are technological challenges 
that could be addressed over time. Not so 
long ago, some experts argued that personal 
computers would never be adopted, and that 
tablets would only be used as expensive coffee 
trays. So I think it may not be wise to dismiss 
virtual currencies.

B E T T E R VA LU E F O R M O N E Y? 

For instance, think of countries with weak 
institutions and unstable national currencies. 
Instead of adopting the currency of another 
country—such as the U.S. dollar—some of 
these economies might see a growing use of 
virtual currencies. Call it dollarization 2.0.

IMF experience shows that there is a tipping 
point beyond which coordination around a 
new currency is exponential. In the Seychelles, 
for example, dollarization jumped from 20 
percent in 2006 to 60 percent in 2008.

“        ”
For now, virtual currencies such as 
Bitcoin pose little or no challenge  

to the existing order...
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“        ”
...citizens may one day  

prefer virtual currencies, since they 
potentially offer the same cost and 

convenience as cash.

And yet, why might citizens hold virtual cur-
rencies rather than physical dollars, euros, or 
sterling? Because it may one day be easier and 
safer than obtaining paper bills, especially in 
remote regions. And because virtual currencies 
could actually become more stable.

For instance, they could be issued one-for-one 
for dollars, or a stable basket of currencies. 
Issuance could be fully transparent, governed 
by a credible, pre-defined rule, an algorithm 
that can be monitored…or even a “smart rule” 
that might reflect changing macroeconomic 
circumstances.

So in many ways, virtual currencies might just 
give existing currencies and monetary policy 
a run for their money. The best response by 
central bankers is to continue running effec-
tive monetary policy, while being open to fresh 
ideas and new demands, as economies evolve.

B E T T E R PAYM E N T S E R V I C E S?

For example, consider the growing demand 
for new payment services in countries where 
the shared, decentralized service economy is 
taking off.

This is an economy rooted in peer-to-peer 
transactions, in frequent, small-value pay-
ments, often across borders.

Four dollars for gardening tips from a lady 
in New Zealand, three euros for an expert 
translation of a Japanese poem, and 80 pence 
for a virtual rendering of historic Fleet Street: 
these payments can be made with credit cards 
and other forms of e-money. But the charges 
are relatively high for small-value transactions, 
especially across borders.

Instead, citizens may one day prefer virtual 
currencies, since they potentially offer the same 
cost and convenience as cash—no settlement 
risks, no clearing delays, no central registra-
tion, no intermediary to check accounts and 
identities. If privately issued virtual currencies 
remain risky and unstable, citizens may even 
call on central banks to provide digital forms 
of legal tender.

So, when the new service economy comes 
knocking on the Bank of England’s door, will 
you welcome it inside? Offer it tea—and finan-
cial liquidity?
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2. New models of financial 
intermediation
This brings us to the second leg of our pod 
journey—new models of financial intermedi-
ation.

One possibility is the break-up, or unbundling, 
of banking services. In the future, we might 
keep minimal balances for payment services on 
electronic wallets.

The remaining balances may be kept in mutual 
funds, or invested in peer-to-peer lending plat-
forms with an edge in big data and artificial 
intelligence for automatic credit scoring.

This is a world of six-month product develop-
ment cycles and constant updates, primarily 
of software, with a huge premium on simple 
user-interfaces and trusted security. A world 
where data is king. A world of many new play-
ers without imposing branch offices.

Some would argue that this puts a question 
mark on the fractional banking model we 
know today, if there are fewer bank deposits 
and money flows into the economy through 
new channels.

H O W W O U L D M O N E TA RY P O L I C Y 
B E  S E T  I N  T H I S  CO N T E X T?

Today’s central banks typically affect asset 
prices through primary dealers, or big banks, 
to which they provide liquidity at fixed 
prices—so-called open-market operations. 
But if these banks were to become less rele-
vant in the new financial world, and demand 
for central bank balances were to diminish, 
could monetary policy transmission remain 
as effective?

If anything, central banks may well have to 
increase the number of counterparties to their 
operations. The Bank of England is already 
leading the way by including large broker-deal-
ers and central counterparty clearing houses.

All this, of course, has regulatory implications. 
More counterparties imply more firms falling 
under the central bank’s regulatory umbrella—
which is the price to pay for liquidity on a 
rainy day. Whether the future holds more 
or less rain is an open question. Still, better 
regulating shadow banks looks all the more 
pressing. The Financial Stability Board (FSB) 
has already made progress in this area under 
your leadership, Mark.

“  ”
Independence—at least to set monetary 
policy—will need further defenses and 

require even clearer communication.
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“        ”
Technology knows no borders:  

what is home, what is host? 

The remit of central banks will grow, and with 
it, perhaps, public scrutiny and political pres-
sures. Independence—at least to set monetary 
policy—will need further defenses and require 
even clearer communication.

We may also see a shift in regulatory practices. 
Traditionally, regulators have focused on over-
seeing well-defined entities. But as new service 
providers come on stream in new shapes and 
forms, fitting these into buckets may not be so 
easy. Think of a social media company that is 
offering payments services without managing 
an active balance sheet. What label should we 
stick on that?

All this is good for lawyers, but not so good 
for regulators. The regulators will likely have 
to further expand their focus, from financial 
entities to financial activities—while possibly 
also becoming experts in assessing the sound-
ness and security of algorithms. Easier said 
than done.

CO O P E R AT I O N I S  K E Y

To make things smoother—at least a bit—we 
need dialogue. Between experienced regulators 
and those regulators that are just beginning to 
tackle fintech. Between policymakers, inves-
tors, and financial services firms. And between 
countries.

Reaching across borders will be criti-
cal as the focus of regulation widens—
from national entities to borderless activities, 
from your local bank branch to quantum-en-
crypted global transactions.

Because of our global membership of 189 
countries, the IMF is an ideal platform for 
these discussions. Technology knows no 
borders: what is home, what is host? How can 
we avoid regulatory arbitrage and a race to the 
bottom? This is about the IMF’s mandate for 
economic and financial stability, and the safety 
of our global payments and financial infra-
structure.

The stakes—and gains—from cooperation are 
high. We want no holes in the global financial 
safety net, however much it gets stretched and 
reshaped.

I am convinced that the IMF has a strong 
role to play in this respect. But the Fund will 
also have to be open to change, from bringing 
new parties to the table, to considering a role 
for a digital version of the special drawing 
right (SDR).

In other words, the IMF is in for the pod-ride.
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“        ”
 Could machines really explain  
their decisions in plain English?

3. Artificial intelligence
Which brings us to the third and final leg—the 
transformative effect of artificial intelligence.
Will our governor in 2040 walk into the Bank 
to polish a monetary policy-setting machine? 
Will your prediction, Andy Haldane, of 15 
million jobs being automated in the U.K., 
affect the Bank and its world-class staff?

One thing is clear: we always have more data. 
Some estimates suggest that 90 percent of the 
data available today was generated in the past 
two years.1 This is not just information on 
output, unemployment and prices, but also 
behavioral data on the quirks and irrationali-
ties of the homo economicus.

Thanks to smartphones and the internet, 
this data is now abundant, ubiquitous, and 
increasingly valuable as we pair it with artificial 
intelligence.

Artificial intelligence is taking immense strides. 
Over the past year, some of the world’s best 
players of Go, the ancient board game, have 
lost to a self-learning computer. For many, that 
day of reckoning was supposed to be decades 
away. The machine learned tactics, recognized 
patterns, and optimized its game—better than 
we could.

Clearly, the economy is vastly more complex 
than a game of Go. But over the next gener-
ation, machines will almost certainly play a 
larger role—in assisting policymakers, offer-
ing real-time forecasts, spotting bubbles, and 
uncovering complex macrofinancial links.

But let me reassure you, humans will still be 
needed.

For one, there is immense uncertainty about 
the economy. Changes in basic economic 
relationships need to be spotted, and risks 
evaluated. Judgment and constant question-
ing by peers, diversity of opinions, and even a 
few maverick spirits, will remain essential to 
good policy. But what if the machine could 
do that too?

Next is the question of communication. Good 
monetary policy, as we know, is about story 
telling. Policy is effective if it can be explained 
clearly so the public can form expectations 
about future policy. Could machines really 
explain their decisions in plain English?

Even if that hurdle could be overcome, a last 
one remains. Even with the best algorithms 
and machines, targets will be missed, crises 
will occur, mistakes will be made. But can 
machines really be held accountable—to the 
young couple unable to buy a house, to the 
working mother finding herself unemployed?
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Accountability is key. Without it, we cannot 
have independence; how else to bestow so 
much power in a technocratic organization? 
And without independence, policy is bound to 
go astray, as this conference reminds us loud 
and clear.

So no, I do not see machines taking over mon-
etary policy. In 2040, the governor walking 
into the Bank will be of flesh and bones, and 
behind the front door she will find people, at 
least a few.

So there will always be an Old Lady living in 
Threadneedle Street.2 And I hope you agree 
that it is often enlightening to speak to a lady 
of a certain age!

n Conclusion
As our pod journey comes to an end, some of 
you may wonder about my upbeat tone. For 
many, this new world of central banking is 
less Mary Poppins, and more Aldous Hux-
ley: a “brave new world,” much like the one 
described in Huxley’s famous novel.

I believe that we—as individuals and commu-
nities—have the capacity to shape a technolog-
ical and economic future that works for all. We 
have a responsibility to make this work.

That is why I prefer Shakespeare’s evocation of 
the brave new world in The Tempest: “O won-
der! How many goodly creatures are there here! 
How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world.” 

Thank you.

“  ”
...we—as individuals and 

communities—have the capacity  
to shape a technological and  

economic future that works for all.
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n E N D N OT E S

1. IMB (2017), “Ten Key Marketing 
Trends for 2017,” available at https://
www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/
ssialias?htmlfid=WRL12345USEN

2. Allusion to “the Old Lady of Threadneedle street,” 
namely the Bank of England.
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Born in Paris in 1956, Christine Lagarde completed 
high school in Le Havre and attended Holton-Arms 
School in Bethesda, Maryland (USA). She then 
graduated from law school at University Paris X and 
obtained a master’s degree from the Political Science 
Institute in Aix-en-Provence.

After being admitted as a lawyer to the Paris bar, 
Lagarde joined the international law firm of Baker 
& McKenzie as an associate, specializing in labor, 
antitrust, and mergers and acquisitions. A member 
of the Executive Committee of the firm in 1995, 
Lagarde became the Chairman of the Global 
Executive Committee of Baker & McKenzie in 
1999, and subsequently Chairman of the Global 
Strategic Committee in 2004.

Lagarde joined the French government in June 
2005 as Minister for Foreign Trade. After a brief 
stint as Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries, in 
June 2007 she became the first woman to hold 
the post of Finance and Economy Minister of a 
G7 country. From July to December 2008, she 
also chaired the ECOFIN Council, which brings 
together economics and finance ministers of the 
European Union.

As a member of the G20, Lagarde was involved 
in the group’s management of the financial crisis, 
helping to foster international policies related 
to financial supervision and regulation and to 
strengthen global economic governance. As 
Chairman of the G20 when France took over its 
presidency in 2011, she launched a wide-ranging 
work agenda on the reform of the international 
monetary system.

In July 2011, Lagarde became the eleventh 
Managing Director of the IMF and the first 
woman to hold that position. In 2016, she was 
selected by the IMF Executive Board to serve for a 
second five-year term.

Lagarde was named Officier in the Légion d’hon-
neur in April 2012.

A former member of the French national team for 
synchronized swimming, Christine Lagarde is the 
mother of two sons.

Christine Lagarde
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